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1. INTRODUCTION {#cas14507-sec-0001}
===============

Several lines of evidence suggest that clear cell and endometrioid carcinomas of the ovary are primarily considered to arise from the precursor lesion, endometriosis. Epidemiological studies have shown that a personal history of endometriosis increases the risk of clear cell and endometrioid carcinoma.[^1^](#cas14507-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Genomic studies have demonstrated that similar genes, such as *ARID1A*, *PIK3CA* and *KRAS*, are frequently mutated in both ovarian clear cell carcinoma[^2^](#cas14507-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#cas14507-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and benign endometriosis.[^4^](#cas14507-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Additional direct evidence for the transformation of endometriosis into clear cell carcinoma has been provided by the finding of shared somatic mutations between a primary cancer site and multifocal endometriotic lesions in the same ovarian clear cell carcinoma patient.[^6^](#cas14507-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In addition, we and others have reported that normal endometrium harbors somatic mutations in genes that are frequently mutated in endometriosis‐related ovarian cancers.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [^7^](#cas14507-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, we have demonstrated that epithelial cells with cancer‐associated mutations, such as oncogenic *PIK3CA* and *KRAS* mutations, are clonally expanded in endometriosis.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} However, mutations in cancer‐associated genes were prevalent but remained in subclonal and mosaic‐like states in normal endometrium, in which single endometrial glands harbored distinct mutation profiles.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} These findings may support the theory that endometriosis derives from menstrual dissemination of endometrial tissue into the peritoneal cavity (retrograde menstruation theory).[^8^](#cas14507-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} The previous findings suggest the hypothesis that clonal relationships from normal endometrium to ovarian clear cell carcinoma through endometriosis can be traced by shared somatic mutations. To prove this hypothesis, clonal relationships among a series of tissues from the same patient with endometriosis‐related ovarian cancer must be investigated.

In this study, we performed whole‐exome sequencing to clarify the genomic lineage from normal endometrium to cancer in a patient with ovarian clear cell carcinoma. Histologically normal endometrial tissue, two ovarian endometriosis tissues that were distant from or contiguous to the carcinoma, and carcinoma tissue were subjected to continuous multisampling using laser microdissection (LMD). Somatic mutations were shared among these tissues, allowing us to understand the genomic evolution in a stepwise manner according to each pathological phenotype. The results of this study demonstrated that the ancestor cells common to both ovarian endometriosis and ovarian clear cell carcinoma were derived from normal endometrium.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#cas14507-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Patient and materials {#cas14507-sec-0003}
--------------------------

We obtained ethics committee approval for this study and written informed consent from one ovarian cancer patient. The patient was a 56‐year‐old woman who underwent bilateral salpingo‐oophorectomy, hysterectomy and pelvic/paraaortic lymphadenectomy for suspected stage I ovarian cancer. She was pathologically diagnosed with stage IA ovarian clear cell carcinoma accompanied by endometriosis. The cancer site was localized in the right ovarian endometriotic cyst. No invasive lesion was present in the bicornuate uterus, and the endometrium was histologically normal. In this study, we aimed to analyze the clonal relationships among normal endometrium, ovarian endometriosis and ovarian clear cell carcinoma. The ovarian endometriosis lesion, which was located in the same ovarian cyst as the clear cell carcinoma, was dichotomized into a section distant from the cancer site (distant endometriosis) and a section adjacent to the cancer site (adjacent endometriosis). To cover all of these tissues, multisampling of the surgical specimen was performed in the right ovarian cyst and the right side of the bicornuate uterus (Figure [1](#cas14507-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). These samples were embedded in Tissue‐Tek OCT Compound (Sakura Finetek) in a Tissue‐Tek Cryomold (Sakura Finetek) and quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen as described in our previous study.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

![A macroscopic picture of a surgical specimen with sampling sites. A, An image of a surgical specimen from a 56‐year‐old woman with ovarian clear cell carcinoma, representing multiregional sampling sites of the following tissue components: cancer epithelial cells (C), cancer stromal cells (S), epithelial cells of adjacent endometriosis (AE) and distant endometriosis (DE), and epithelial cells of uterine endometrium (U). Each tick mark represents 1 cm](CAS-111-3000-g001){#cas14507-fig-0001}

2.2. Laser microdissection and DNA extraction {#cas14507-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------------

To perform tissue‐specific analyses, we used LMD (MMI CellCut, Molecular Machines & Industries) on serial 8‐µm‐thick frozen sections from each sample as previously described. Briefly, prior to LMD, frozen sections, which were mounted on MMI Membrane Slides (Molecular Machines & Industries), were fixed with 100% methanol and stained with Toluidine blue. Tissues isolated by LMD were collected on MMI Isolation Caps (Molecular Machines & Industries). We isolated the following components: cancer epithelial cells (C), cancer stromal cells (S), epithelial cells of adjacent endometriosis (AE) and distant endometriosis (DE), and epithelial cells of uterine endometrium (U) (Figure [2](#cas14507-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, Figures [S1](#cas14507-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#cas14507-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). H&E‐stained sections of these tissues were histologically reviewed by an experienced gynecologic pathologist (TM). DNA was extracted from the isolated samples using a QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

![Histological images of multiregional samples. Frozen sections of 8‐µm thickness from each sample were stained with H&E to histologically confirm (A) the cancer site accompanied by adjacent endometriosis (boxed lesion), (B) adjacent endometriosis, (C) distant endometriosis and (D) uterine endometrium. The scale bars represent 100 µm](CAS-111-3000-g002){#cas14507-fig-0002}

2.3. Whole‐exome sequencing {#cas14507-sec-0005}
---------------------------

Whole‐exome sequencing was performed as described in our previous study.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, 200 ng of DNA was sheared into fragments using an S2 sonicator (Covaris). Sequencing libraries were constructed with a SureSelect XT Reagent Kit (Agilent Technologies). Target gene enrichment was conducted with a SureSelect Human All Exon V5 + lncRNA Kit (Agilent Technologies). The libraries were sequenced via an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform in rapid run mode with a 2 × 150‐bp paired‐end module (Illumina).

2.4. Data preprocessing {#cas14507-sec-0006}
-----------------------

As a quality control step, the Illumina adapter and low‐quality sequences were trimmed by using Trim Galore (<https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/>) and Trimmomatic, respectively.[^9^](#cas14507-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} When the DNA inserts were shorter than the read length, the nonadapter portions of the forward and reverse sequences became reverse complements; that is, the reverse read contained the same sequence information as the forward read. In such cases, the forward read was retained to avoid double‐counting the bases from overlapping alignments of paired‐end reads. The paired‐end and single‐end read datasets were separately aligned to a human reference genome (GRCh38) containing sequence decoys and virus sequences that were generated by the Genomic Data Commons (GDC) of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) using BWA‐MEM[^10^](#cas14507-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and were then converted into BAM file format with SAMtools.[^11^](#cas14507-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The BAM files were merged and processed using Picard tools (<https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/>) to remove PCR duplicates. Base quality recalibration was conducted using GATK.[^12^](#cas14507-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#cas14507-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The average depths and the coverages of the target regions were calculated with SAMtools.

2.5. Variant detection and mutation annotation {#cas14507-sec-0007}
----------------------------------------------

Somatic single nucleotide variants (SNV) and short insertions and deletions (indels), for each of the epithelium or stroma samples with matched normal blood samples, were called by using a somatic analysis pipeline of Strelka2.[^14^](#cas14507-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The variants whose empirical variant scores provided by Strelka2 were greater than 10 were used for subsequent analyses. In addition, we excluded variants whose frequencies were greater than or equal to 0.001 in any of the general populations from the 1000 Genomes Project,[^15^](#cas14507-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) GO Exome Sequencing Project,[^16^](#cas14507-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and the Genome Aggregation Database[^17^](#cas14507-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} to avoid false‐positive variant calls.[^18^](#cas14507-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Functional annotations for protein‐coding and transcription‐related effects of the identified variants were implemented by Ensembl VEP.[^19^](#cas14507-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Curated information about cancer‐associated genes and their functional roles in cancer development was retrieved from the COSMIC database.[^20^](#cas14507-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

2.6. Haplotype phasing of two ARID1A mutations {#cas14507-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------

To investigate the haplotype of two *ARID1A* mutations (c.4993 + 2T\>C and p.E1683fs) identified in AE and C, we sequenced PCR products encompassing these two mutations. DNA samples from cancer epithelium and matched blood samples were amplified by PCR using the following oligonucleotide primers: forward, 5'‐GGGATATCACCTTCCCACCT‐3′ and reverse, 5'‐ACAGCATCATGACCTTCAACC‐3′. The PCR products were subjected to deep sequencing via the Illumina MiSeq v3 platform with 350‐bp and 250‐bp paired‐end modules. We assessed whether these two mutations resided on the same haplotype or were biallelic compound heterozygous mutations. Alignment of sequence reads was visualized by IGV tools.[^21^](#cas14507-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

2.7. Detection of somatic copy number alterations {#cas14507-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------------

Somatic copy number alterations (SCNA) were explored by using FACETS based on the information from the total sequence read count and allelic imbalance in the tumor/normal pairs.[^22^](#cas14507-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

2.8. Identification of putative clonal populations {#cas14507-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------------------

Clonal populations present in the epithelium samples were detected by clustering somatic mutations (SNV and indels) with PyClone.[^23^](#cas14507-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The SNV and indels fulfilling the following criteria were used: (a) the depth was greater than or equal to 20 in all four epithelium samples; (b) the mutant allele frequency (MAF) was ≥0.15 in any of the four epithelium samples; and (c) the mutations did not overlap with the SCNA detected by FACETS. Then, the information about the clusters into which the somatic mutations were grouped and the MAF were used as the input to ClonEvol[^24^](#cas14507-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} to infer the clone ordering and to reconstruct clonal evolution trees. The polyclonal seeding model was applied. The number of bootstrap samples was set to 10 000.

3. RESULTS {#cas14507-sec-0011}
==========

3.1. Whole‐exome sequencing {#cas14507-sec-0012}
---------------------------

The average depth was 97.0 (range: 91.1‐106.1). The mean proportion of the exome covered by at least 20 reads was 85.3% (range: 84.1%‐89.0%), supporting confident variant detection (Figure [S3](#cas14507-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A total of 2621 SNV and 73 indels were detected (Figure [S4](#cas14507-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [S1](#cas14507-sup-0008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We found that a substantial portion of the mutations was shared among the four epithelium samples (U, DE, AE and C), demonstrating clonal relationships between spatially separated tissues (Figure [3](#cas14507-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). The number of mutations shared with U decreased from E to AE to C. No mutations were shared by the stromal component of the carcinoma (S) and epithelial components (C), consistent with previous studies showing different mutation profiles between the epithelium and stroma in endometriosis and uterine endometrium.[^18^](#cas14507-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [^25^](#cas14507-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} The MAF of the shared mutations significantly increased from U to DE to AE to C (Figure [3B](#cas14507-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The MAF of these mutations in AE and C were remarkably high (median and interquartile range \[IQR\]: 0.429 \[0.389‐0.457\] and 0.462 \[0.437‐0.500\], respectively), indicating that almost all epithelial cells in the two lesions originated from the same clone. In contrast, epithelial cells originating from the same clone were predominant but still remained in a subclonal state in U and E according to the MAF (median and IQR: 0.259 \[0.230‐0.284\] and 0.291 \[0.250‐0.333\], respectively).

![Sharing of somatic mutation profiles defined by multiregional sequencing. A, Sharing pattern of somatic single nucleotide variants (SNV) among five tissues. Somatic SNV fulfilling the following criteria were used: (a) SNV whose mutant allele frequency (MAF) were greater than or equal to 0.15 in at least one epithelium or stromal sample; (b) SNV located on coding exons; and (c) SNV whose MAF in blood did not exceed 0.15. B, Distribution of MAF of the SNV shared by epithelium samples. The statistical significance of the differences was assessed using the Wilcoxon‐Mann‐Whitney test](CAS-111-3000-g003){#cas14507-fig-0003}

3.2. Cancer‐associated mutations {#cas14507-sec-0013}
--------------------------------

We searched for mutations in cancer‐associated genes based on the COSMIC Cancer Gene Census.[^26^](#cas14507-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} We identified nine nonsilent SNV and indels that were shared among at least two tissues (Figure [4](#cas14507-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Six mutations were shared among the four epithelium samples (*ARID1A*: c.4993 + 2T\>C, *ATM*: p.K116fs, *ATM*: p.K116N, *CHD4*: p.R1105Q: *NRAS*: p.Q61H and *PIK3CA*: p.E542K). The MAF of these mutations tended to increase sequentially from U to DE, AE and C.

![Profiles of mutant allele frequency (MAF) for cancer‐associated gene mutations in the four epithelium samples. Cancer‐associated genes were selected according to the COSMIC Cancer Gene Census. Nonsilent mutations shared among at least two epithelium samples are shown](CAS-111-3000-g004){#cas14507-fig-0004}

We identified two mutations in *ARID1A* that were shared among multiple epithelium samples (Figure [4](#cas14507-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). While a mutation at the splice donor site of *ARID1A* (c.4993 + 2T\>C) was common among the four tissues, a frameshift insertion (p.E1683fs) was shared only by AE and C. Moreover, these two mutations on *ARID1A* occurred on different alleles (Figure [S5](#cas14507-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Immunohistochemistry showed loss of BAF250a in C but not in U (Figure [S6](#cas14507-sup-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Two mutations in *ATM* resided on the same haplotype, which created a premature stop codon (Figure [S7](#cas14507-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, the MAF of these two *ATM* mutations in AE and C were 0.800 and 0.882, respectively, significantly greater than 0.5 (binomial test: *P* \< .01), suggesting the cooccurrence of a loss of heterozygosity (LOH) event at 11q22.3. The MAF of the *PIK3CA* mutation in U, DE, AE and C were 0.264, 0.240, 0.438 and 0.958, respectively, indicating that the clone with the *PIK3CA* mutation remained in a subclonal state in U and DE but attained a clonal state in AE and C.

3.3. Somatic copy number alterations {#cas14507-sec-0014}
------------------------------------

Somatic copy number alterations were identified in AE and C but not in U, DE and S. A total of nine chromosomes were affected by SCNA (chromosomes 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 22 and X; Figure [5A](#cas14507-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} and Table [S2](#cas14507-sup-0009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Landscape of somatic copy number alterations (SCNA) in the four epithelium samples. A, Genome‐wide profiles of SCNA for four epithelium samples. The absolute values of the log odds ratios for the variant allele read counts at heterozygous single nucleotide variant (SNV) sites in each pair of epithelium and blood samples are plotted according to chromosome coordinates. The log odds ratios were estimated by FACETS. B, SCNA on chromosome 3 leading to the loss of heterozygosity (LOH) status of *PIK3CA* detected only in cancer epithelium. Regions with copy number alterations are highlighted in light green. The numbers separated by a colon are the major and minor copy numbers for the regions indicated by the arrows. C, SCNA on chromosome 11 leading to the LOH status of *ATM* detected both in cancer epithelium and adjacent endometriosis. Regions with copy number alterations are highlighted in light green. The numbers separated by a colon are the major and minor copy numbers for the regions indicated by the arrows](CAS-111-3000-g005){#cas14507-fig-0005}

Most SCNA were lesion‐specific events. The SCNA on chromosomes 3, 9, 10, 17 and X were specifically detected in C and overlapped with many cancer‐associated genes, such as *PIK3CA*, *SMARCA2*,*CDKN2A/2B*, *HNF1B*,*ERBB2*,*STAT3* and *TP53*. These SCNA accounted for a distinct pattern of MAF for cancer‐associated gene mutations in C. A region of approximately 150 Mb on chromosome 3 contained two consecutive segments, both of which had an LOH status, albeit with differing total copy numbers (Figure [5B](#cas14507-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The total copy numbers for the centromeric (chr3: 51403500‐90242000) and telomeric (chr3: 93874275‐197960500) segments were estimated to be one and four, respectively. In addition, the MAF for an oncogenic mutation of *PIK3CA* (p.E542K) in C was remarkably high (0.958). Subsequent amplification of the telomeric segment of the LOH region produced four copies of the oncogenic (mutant) *PIK3CA* alleles, which resulted in a remarkable increase in the MAF (0.958) in *PIK3CA* (p.E542K).

The loss of one of the two X chromosomes in C eliminated an *FLNA* mutation that was shared among all epithelium samples except for C (Figure [4](#cas14507-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). A deletion‐induced LOH event on a telomeric segment of the long arm of chromosome 22 was detected in AE. On chromosomes 5 and 8, distinct SCNA were identified in AE and C. While AE harbored a deletion‐induced LOH event at the end of the long arm of chromosome 5, C acquired an amplification of the short arm. AE had an amplification of the short arm of chromosome 8, whereas multiple complex SCNA disrupted nearly the entire region in C. Although both AE and C acquired copy number gain at the region containing *MYC*, C represented a further increase of copy number of *MYC*.

A similar region of the long arm of chromosome 11 was rearranged in both AE and C (Figure [5C](#cas14507-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). A copy neutral LOH event occurred in the long arm in AE (chr11: 68347900‐134716165). In contrast, C contained two consecutive segments, in which the centromeric part was a duplication of one copy (chr11: 67522513‐102955600) and the telomeric part was a deletion‐induced LOH (chr11: 103062300‐134716165). In addition, the MAF of the *ATM* mutations in AE and C were 0.800 and 0.882, respectively, indicating that loss of the wild‐type allele led to predominance of the mutant allele.

3.4. Detection of clonal populations and reconstruction of clonal evolution trees {#cas14507-sec-0015}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The somatic mutations were clustered based on their MAF with PyClone.[^23^](#cas14507-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} A total of six clusters were identified (Figure [6A](#cas14507-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster 1 contained the mutations shared among all four epithelium samples. This cluster seemed to be the founding clone. The mutations grouped into clusters 2 and 4 were shared between U and DE and between AE and C, respectively. Clusters 3, 5 and 6 comprised the mutations specific to E, AE and C, respectively. The fish plots illustrated the clonal evolution within each single sample (Figure [6A](#cas14507-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Clonal relationships among the four epithelium samples. A, Somatic single nucleotide variants (SNV) and indels were classified into six clusters based on their mutant allele frequency (MAF) profiles with PyClone. The prevalence of the six clones in each of the epithelium samples was evaluated, and clonal ordering was then implemented with ClonEvol to create fish plots showing clonal evolutions within the samples. B, A branch‐based clonal evolution tree was generated with ClonEvol. Mutations in cancer‐associated genes except for *PIK3CA* and *ATM* were assigned to branches based on the result of mutation clustering by PyClone. Mutations in *PIK3CA* and *ATM* were excluded from the analysis of mutation clustering because they were located in SCNA. The *PIK3CA* and *ATM* mutations were manually assigned to the initial branch because they were shared at a clonal state among all epithelium samples. The lengths of the branches are associated with the number of somatic mutations](CAS-111-3000-g006){#cas14507-fig-0006}

Based on the mutation clusters predicted by PyClone, clone ordering was conducted with ClonEvol to reconstruct a clonal evolution tree[^24^](#cas14507-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [6B](#cas14507-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The epithelium samples had a single ancestral clone characterized by the mutations grouped into cluster 1, although the clone was still in a subclonal state in U and DE at the time of sample collection. The cells within clone 1 diversified by acquiring additional mutations. Notably, clone 2 emerged from clone 1 in U and DE but was not present in AE and C. Instead, clone 4 evolved to AE and C from clone 1. Clusters 2 and 4 were represented by *NRAS* p.G12D and *ARID1A* p.E1683fs, respectively. DE was a descendant of a subclone with the cluster 2 mutations, including *NRAS* p.G12D, and acquired the diversifying mutations in cluster 3 represented by *ARID1A* p.Z449fs. By acquiring mutations grouped into clusters 5 and 6, as well as SCNA, clone 4 evolved into AE and C, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION {#cas14507-sec-0016}
=============

Previous studies reported that *ARID1A* was frequently mutated (40%‐78%) in ovarian clear cell carcinoma,[^2^](#cas14507-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#cas14507-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#cas14507-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#cas14507-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [^29^](#cas14507-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [^30^](#cas14507-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [^31^](#cas14507-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and this event was presumed to be a driver event for its carcinogenesis. In this study, we detected both common and tissue‐specific mutations in *ARID1A*. The mutation at the splice site (c.4993 + 2T\>C) was common among the epithelial samples, whereas the frameshift insertion (p.E1683fs) was specific to AE and C. Interestingly, the truncating mutation occurred in alleles different from those with splice site mutations. These results suggest that the splice site mutation was a "first hit" and attained a clonal state in AE and C; the subsequent frameshift insertion then produced a "second hit" toward *ARID1A* inactivation‐triggered malignant transformation, which was initiated in AE (MAF: 0.302) and completed in C (MAF: 0.521).

*PIK3CA* was also found to be frequently mutated in ovarian clear cell carcinoma (40%‐67%) in previous studies.[^3^](#cas14507-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#cas14507-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#cas14507-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [^29^](#cas14507-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [^30^](#cas14507-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [^31^](#cas14507-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Prior to most of these studies, cooccurring loss of *ARID1A* and *PIK3CA* mutation was considered a very early event during the development of ovarian clear cell carcinoma.[^32^](#cas14507-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, coexistent mutations in *ARID1A* and *PIK3CA* were reported to be required for ovarian clear cell carcinoma tumorigenesis in a mouse model.[^33^](#cas14507-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} In this study, another putative key factor for malignant transformation was the steeply increasing MAF (0.958) of oncogenic *PIK3CA* (p.E542K), which was shared among the epithelial samples. The SCNA analysis based on whole‐exome sequencing data for C showed that LOH occurred on the long arm of chromosome 3, in which *PIK3CA* is located; moreover, the estimated copy numbers of the mutant and wild‐type alleles of *PIK3CA* were four and zero, respectively, indicating subsequent amplification of the mutant *PIK3CA* allele. Similarly, LOH occurred on the long arm of chromosome 11 in AE and C, which was reflected in the MAF of *ATM* mutations. These results suggest that mutant allele‐specific imbalance is a key driving factor for malignant transformation.[^34^](#cas14507-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

Although a limited number of studies have been conducted, evidence of SCNA in endometriosis has been controversial. Previous studies have reported that SCNA are virtually absent or very rare in cases of benign endometriosis,[^4^](#cas14507-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^35^](#cas14507-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} although we showed that 2 of 13 cases analyzed by whole‐exome sequencing harbored LOH on chromosome 12p, which increased the MAF of oncogenic *KRAS* mutations.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} In this study, SCNA occurred specific in AE and C, unlike SNV or Indels. The result that C acquired SCNA in such genes as *PIK3CA*, *MYC*,*CDKN2A/B*, *HNF1B*, *ERBB2* and *STAT3* was consistent with the result of the previous genome‐wide study of ovarian clear cell carcinoma[^27^](#cas14507-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} (Table [S2](#cas14507-sup-0009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, AE also acquired copy number gain at *MYC*, suggesting this SCNA could be an early event for malignant transformation in the case.

Clonal evolution trees are useful for interpreting clonal architecture among multiple lesions (eg, primary and metastatic tumors in the same patient),[^24^](#cas14507-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} and we applied ClonEvol to reconstruct and visualize clonal evolutions among U, DE, AE and C. Based on the reconstructed clonal evolution tree, we formulated a plausible hypothesis about the development of disease lesions in this patient. Clone 1 emerged in uterine endometrium by acquiring mutations in cancer‐associated genes (*ARID1A*, *ATM*, *CDH4*, *NRAS* and *PIK3CA*). Then, clone 2 evolved from clone 1 in uterine endometrium. When endometrial cells implanted on the ovarian surface, probably due to retrograde menstruation, the primary ovarian endometriosis exhibited substantial heterogeneity, and clone 2 was in a subclonal state. During subsequent growth to form the ovarian endometrioma, the heterogeneity in endometriotic cells was preserved. DE was a descendant of a subclone with the cluster 2 mutations, including *NRAS* (p.G12D), and acquired the diversifying mutations in cluster 3. Within a subclone characterized by the absence of the cluster 2 mutations, the subclone with the cluster 4 mutations, including *ARID1A* p.E1683fs, evolved at the lesion of adjacent endometriosis. The genomic events including the cluster 6 mutations and various SCNA led to malignant transformation from AE to C. The cluster 6 mutations were present in AE with low MAF, suggesting that C originated from a part of AE and underwent clonal expansion to become malignant. However, we could not deny the contamination of C during LMD sampling, because C and AE were contiguous lesions.

Considering the genomic heterogeneity among endometrial glands, more efficient sampling of the endometrium is needed in further explorations of shared somatic events between normal endometrium and extrauterine lesions, because despite spatial multisampling from specimens, mutations shared between normal endometrium and ovarian endometriosis in the same patient were virtually absent in our previous study.[^5^](#cas14507-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Here, the patient had a bicornuate uterus, and we sampled uterine endometrium and the other tissues from the right side of the uterus and the right ovary, respectively. Assuming retrograde menstruation through the right fallopian tube, this uterine deformity might have been favorable for this study. If it were not for the method of globally observing mutation profiles in normal endometrium, the sampling location in future parallel studies would be dependent only on coincidence. From this perspective, the results of this study might have been providential.

Similarly, the intratumor heterogeneity[^36^](#cas14507-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} could have affected the result of our evolutionary analysis. For more precise evaluation of the somatic lineage from ancestor cells to subclonal populations in the carcinoma, multisampling in the cancer site would be preferable because the cancer samples in the other sites might have evolved differently by acquiring distinct mutations and SCNA.

Finally, even though this study is based on a single case, our result could be direct evidence supporting the retrograde menstruation theory, which was proposed approximately one century ago.[^8^](#cas14507-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Assuming that cancer‐associated mutations in normal endometrium contribute to the pathogenesis of ovarian endometriosis and endometriosis‐related ovarian cancer, elucidating the mechanism and controlling the accumulation of mutations in normal endometrium could be a novel strategy to substantially reduce the number of patients with gynecological diseases.
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